Walking Australia
Walking the Red Centre of Australia
10 - 17 July 2023
7 Nights
TOUR OVERVIEW
The ‘Red Centre’ is an apt description for this area because of its location within Australia and because the oxidized
iron in the soil gives the whole area its distinctive and immediately recognizable reddish glow. It’s a landscape made
famous by Albert Namatjira, hailed as one of Australia’s greatest artists and pioneer of Aboriginal Art. During the
walks we will immerse ourselves in this ancient land and experience the natural wonders of the landscape. At the
major sites of Uluru (Ayers Rock) and Kata Tjuta (the Olgas), our knowledgeable guide will tell us about these special
places which are considered living, breathing, cultural landscapes for the Anangu people. We will hike glorious
Watarraka (Kings Canyon) and skirt the rim of the canyon before descending into the lush Garden of Eden. Visit
sections of the Larapinta Trail in the West MacDonnell Ranges. Walk in awe at Mt Sonder and Ormiston Pound, while
marvelling at the rich red walls of the Serpentine Gorge. Central Australia has a rich Aboriginal culture, with people
and the land peacefully co-existing for many thousands of years. We will stay in remote working cattle stations, each
an oasis in the outback that stands as testament to the ingenuity
• of early settlers and reflects the region's character.
They are basic but comfortable and provide a place to relax after a day of walking and all the rooms have en-suites.
•
There will be a choice of easier or harder walking options along the way. This is sure to be a truly memorable, pack
free walking holiday.
•

•
•
•

TOUR INCLUSIONS
The services of an experienced New Zealand based Calder
& Lawson tour manager
Economy class airfares
7 nights accommodation
Cooked breakfasts, a la carte diners and comprehensive
walker’s lunches
All group transfers
Desert Park and National Park admissions
Champagne and wine at sunset at Uluru
Pre tour material

TOUR HIGHLIGHTS
Be awed by the majesty of Uluru and Kata Tjuta
– Australia’s most iconic symbols.
Enjoy all the dramatic colours from the rich red
ochre cliffs and orange rock formations to the
lush greenery, azure blue skies and the whites
of the ghost gums.
Be engaged by the knowledgeable and
experienced guides.
Choose from the easier and harder walking
options available with opportunities for really fit
walkers to challenge themselves on some days.
Learn about Aboriginal culture, a vital part of
Central Australian life, from the early days to
the first settlers.
Escape the New Zealand winter!

TOUR EXCLUSIONS
Airline taxes
Personal expenses
Travel insurance
Beverages during included meals, unless
specified
Balloon flight - approximate price is AUD$400
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IS THIS TOUR FOR ME?
The tracks are dry and firm but can sometimes be rocky
under foot. Most of the walks are easy to moderate. The
walks at Uluru are flat and easy. However, there is a
challenging walk of up to 7 hours on one day, across
rocky terrain and ridgelines, with ascents and descents.
The walks at the West MacDonnell Ranges are more
remote and therefore the tracks are less well
maintained but most of the tracks in central Australia
are a bit rocky so sturdy footwear is necessary. This trip
operates with two experienced and knowledgeable
guides so there is an option to choose an easier or
harder walk. Nights are significantly cooler than day
time temperatures and the climate is marked by very
low humidity.

TOUR PRICE
Share twin per person
Single supplement (limited availability)

NZD $6,790
NZD $900

Please contact Calder & Lawson Tours if you are interested
in a single occupancy place.
GROUP SIZE Minimum 8, maximum 12
VARIATIONS IN TRAVEL We can make arrangements for
any travel you would like to do before or after this tour, or
book business class seats for each flight. Please contact us
to discuss your requirements.

CLICK HERE TO BOOK ONLINE
TOUR MANAGER: Lindsay Cumberpatch

A passionate traveler and tramper, Lindsay
has extensive experience tramping in New
Zealand and overseas and loves
photographing and documenting his various
adventures. Lindsay has had a long career in
public service as CEO of one of the longestestablished philanthropic trusts in the
Waikato, parish minister and University of
Waikato chaplain and he brings that caring
nature to his role as tour manager.
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DAILY ITINERARY
Monday 10 July 2023
Auckland or Christchurch –
Sydney – Yulara - Curtin
Springs
Meals: In flight/D
Overnight: Curtin Springs

Depart on an early flight to Sydney and connect with a flight through to
Yulara to arrive in the early afternoon and then onto Curtin Springs. This
outback cattle station of over a million acres is a really remote
experience.

Tuesday 11 July
Curtin Springs - Olgas - Uluru
Meals: B/L/D
Walking: Moderate, 16km, 6
hours, easier option available
Driving: Approx. 1 hour, 85km
Overnight: Curtin Springs

Today we travel to the Olgas, known as Kata Tjuta to the local Anangu
People, for the first of our Red Centre walks along the Valley of the Winds
trail. The gigantic domes, towering rock walls and array of fascinating
plants are sure to impress. After lunch at the cultural centre, it’s on to
Uluru. For most people, the first glimpse of Uluru is a spiritually uplifting
experience. The massive monolith gradually reveals numerous
interesting rock formations as you walk around it; gullies, caves and
crevices, each of which play an important role in Aboriginal stories. In the
evening sit back and sip champagne under the Southern Cross while the
sun sets over this evocative landscape and the dingoes howl in the
distance. Uluru reveals itself even more as the sun begins to go down.
Witness a display of colours from gentle dusky blues and purples to
fierce oranges and reds, glowing with the last remnants of the day.

Wednesday 12 July
Curtin Springs - Kings Canyon
Meals: B/L/D
Walking: Moderate, 10km, 4
hours, easier option available
Overnight: Erldunda

Travel to Kings Canyon, one of nature’s finest creations. The track
meanders through this inspirational landscape, skirting the rim of the
canyon then descending into the lush Garden of Eden. Here the
permanent waterhole brings abundant life to the area. During the
afternoon travel to remote Erldunda, another working cattle station.

Thursday 13 July
Kings Canyon - Glen Helen
Meals: B/L/D
Walking: Moderate 10km, 5
hours, easier option available
Overnight: Glen Helen

Today we travel to the more remote West MacDonnell Ranges. Our first
trek will be to Simpsons Gap where we may see rock wallabies. Our
guides will provide an insight into the spectacular geology and landforms
of the MacDonnell Ranges. At Serpentine Gorge, we will walk to a lookout
high above the valley floor and visit the Ochre Pits. For the next two
nights we’ll stay at a remote outback station. Enjoy a pre-dinner drink
watching the setting sun turn the cliffs vivid orange and then view the
thousands of stars in the night sky.
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DAILY ITINERARY
Friday 14th July
Mt Sonder
Meals: B/L/D
Walking: Moderate to
challenging, 16km, 7-8 hours,
easier option available
Overnight: Glen Helen

A major highlight today is climbing Mt Sonder at the western end of the
Larapinta Trail. From the summit you can see for hundreds of miles in all
directions. This is truly remote and rugged walking through outback
wilderness. There will also be an easier option including Mt Sonder
Lookout and the stunningly beautiful Redbank Gorge.

Saturday 15th July
Ormiston Pound
Meals: B/L/D
Walking: Moderate, 14km, 5
hours, easier option available
Overnight: Alice Springs

Today’s hike is the Ormiston Pound loop on the Larapinta Trail. This
dramatic gorge country usually contains deep, permanent waterholes.
The ochre coloured cliffs of the gorges contrast with the shimmering
white of the ghost gums, made famous by Aboriginal artist, Albert
Namatjira. In the afternoon we will visit Alice Springs Desert Park. This
gives an opportunity to learn more about the flora and fauna you may
have seen in the previous days.

Sunday 16th July
Alice Springs
Meals: B

This morning we will arrange a balloon flight (optional extra) for those
who are keen to go and there will be time to explore more of Alice
Springs, perhaps visiting the Royal Flying Doctor Service or the historic
Telegraph Station.

Monday 17th July
Alice Springs - Auckland,
Wellington or Christchurch
Meals: B/in flight

A free morning with our flight home departing in the early afternoon.
There is a connecting flight to Auckland, Wellington or Christchurch. All
flights will arrive around midnight. You may think it’s a perfect
opportunity to add on a few extra days in Australia before returning to
New Zealand and this can easily be arranged.
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HOW TO SECURE YOUR PLACE ON THIS TOUR
A deposit of $1,000 is required to secure your place on the tour. When minimum numbers
are reached, the tour will become a ‘confirmed departure’ and your deposit will be nonrefundable.
Click below to complete the online registration form, pay the $1,000 deposit and your
place in this tour is secured. Or you can complete a paper registration form. You can
download one from our website www.calderandlawsontours.co.nz/forms/ or give us a call
and we will email or post one to you.

CLICK HERE TO BOOK ONLINE
TERMS & CONDITIONS
Can be found on our website www.calderandlawsontours.co.nz/forms/, on the back of the
paper registration form or on the summary page when you complete an online
registration. There is a 2.5% surcharge if you wish to pay by credit card.
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